**Internship Opportunity: Photography Intern**

The Photography Intern is hardworking, resourceful, fast thinking and is an important part of our team. Intern responsibilities may include taking photos during programs, camps and events, photo editing/uploading, and more. The Photography Intern should be well versed in photography and editing techniques, as well as passionate about capturing moments featuring people connecting to nature and each other.

**Position:** Photography Intern (up to 20 hours/week with flexible work schedule). The Photography Intern may work from home while editing, but must report to the office as scheduled by their ENC Supervisor once a week for feedback and suggestions and must be available during scheduled programs, camps, and events.

**Pay Rate:** Unpaid, class credit with school approval.

**Qualifications & Experience:**

- Experienced with a digital camera.
- Can provide your own DSLR camera.
- Can produce high quality, consistently well composed images, correctly exposed and color consistent.
- Draft photo posts for social media accounts when needed.
- Interest in pursuing a career in photography/editing.
- High school or college student or recent graduate.

**Skills:**

- The candidate must be and have good time management skills, including the ability to multitask and prioritize tasks and adhere to deadlines. Good follow-through a must.
- Must be proactive and be able to work independently. Can think critically to execute assignments.
- Must be reliable, organized, and detail oriented.
- Exceptional interpersonal communication skills.

**APPLICATION AND SELECTION INFORMATION**

Resumes may be submitted via email: Briana@encenter.org. For additional information, please call Briana at (949) 645-8489 ext. 105. Recruitment is ongoing.

The Environmental Nature Center will review applications. Applicants with the most pertinent experience, education and training may be invited for an interview. The Environmental Nature Center is an equal opportunity employer.